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Practical information The internship will take place in the Institut de Recherche en In-
formatique de Toulouse (IRIT) on the campus of Université Paul Sabatier (UPS). It will
be supervised by Érik Martin-Dorel (erik.martin-dorel@irit.fr) and Pierre Roux
(pierre.roux@onera.fr).
The internship can be funded. At the end of the internship, some PhD position can

be opened.

Context Formal proof assistants are complex pieces of software that allow one to encode
mathematical theories and algorithms in a formal language, formulate properties and
theorems on these algorithms, develop proofs for these properties and mechanically check
these formalized proofs with a very high level of guarantee.
Thanks to its very expressive underlying logic, the Coq proof assistant has builtin

support for computation. It offers several reduction tactics such as compute, vm_compute
[3] and native_compute [1], which can take advantage of compilation to bytecode or to
native OCaml code, in order to increase the performances of the considered computation,
for the price of a slightly bigger trusted computing base.

Furthermore, works have been accomplished to extend Coq with arithmetic libraries
(BigN, BigZ, BigQ) [4] that take advantage of machine integers’ efficiency.
Coupled with Coq’s feature of proof by reflection, these reduction tactics and these

efficient data-types have been the keys of many works in formally certified symbolic or
numerical computation.
An example of such works is given by the ValidSDP1 library: a reflexive tactic to

automatically and formally prove inequalities on multivariate polynomials involving real-
valued variables and rational constants [7].
The formalization of ValidSDP relies on a emulated implementation of double-precision

floating-point arithmetic, using the multiple-precision floating-point algorithms from the
CoqInterval library [8, 6] and BigZ integers.

This layer of the ValidSDP formalization constitutes the main bottleneck of the overall
performances of the tactic (roughly speaking, there is a slowdown factor of three orders
of magnitude for the arithmetic operations).
We thus would like to investigate the use of native floating-point numbers in Coq.

Beyond the impact on the ValidSDP library, this work would improve on the current
state-of-the-art of certified numerical computation using Coq, and could be the incentive
to make approaches in rigorous numerical computation [9] amenable to formal proof.

1https://sourcesup.renater.fr/validsdp/
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Expected contribution This internship aims at the following objectives:

1. develop a Coq theory of floating-point arithmetic—with rounding to nearest—that
is compliant with the IEEE-754 standard [5] and computationally efficient;

2. extend this theory to handle “directed roundings” as well;

3. evaluate the performances of the approach on a collection of benchmarks, including
those bundled with the ValidSDP library.

The formal developments could rely on the Flocq library [2] for floating-point arith-
metic in Coq. And if time permits, the internship could lead to a collaboration with
Guillaume Melquiond to investigate the integration of the developed prototype with
respect to the CoqInterval library.

Prerequisites The candidate should have a solid background in functional program-
ming and mathematical logic, have strong programming skills in OCaml, and ideally
some experience using Coq or another formal proof assistant.
Knowledge of the Coq libraries cited in this subject (Flocq, CoqInterval, ValidSDP)

is not required.
A taste for computer arithmetic or numerical computation is preferable.
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